ON-PREMISE

Tea Forté
defines the new
international
standard for
prestige tea service.

T H E U LT I M AT E T E A

experience

Boca Raton Resort & Club

ON-PREMISE

locations

Served at the finest establishments worldwide,
Tea Forté demonstrates your commitment to excellence.
Omni Hotels

Intercontinental London Park Lane, London

Wynn Las Vegas

Jumeirah Carlton Tower, London

Boca Raton Resort & Club

Four Seasons, London

Naples Grande Resort

Berkeley Hotel, London

Sanctuary on Camelback

Hotel Meurice, Paris

Hotel Valley Ho

Hôtel Plaza Athénée, Paris

One and Only Resorts

Four Seasons, Paris

W Hotels

Lapa Palace, Lisbon

Four Seasons Spas

Hotel Arts Barcelona, Barcelona

The Mayflower Inn & Spa

Hotel Spa Tylosand, Gothenburg Sweden

Highlands Inn

Principe de Savoia, Milan

Waldorf Astoria

Hotel de Russie, Rome

The Point

Villa Serbelloni, Como

Acqualina

Ritz Carlton, Qatar

Mauna Lani Bay Hotel

Le Méridien, Abu Dhabi

The Ritz-Carltons

Intercontinental Dubai, Emirates

Pebble Beach Resort

Spire Hotel, Queenstown New Zeland

The Wauwinet Inn

Sofitel Langley, Perth Australia

Old Edwards Inn and Spa

Crowne Plaza, Macao

Little Dix Bay

Grand Hyatt, Guam

TEA FORTÉ

acclaim

Our customers enjoy the prestige and profit
benefits of serving Tea Forté
“ When

we decided to enhance our tea experience for our guests, we immediately thought of

Tea Forté. We believe that no other specialty tea comes close to their quality – for taste, for
presentation and for packaging. Tea Forté truly elevates tea ser vice to an art form. ”

Fernando Salazar
Vice President of Food & Beverage Operations
Omni Hotels

“

We LOVE Tea Forté teas! For our Guests, it’s just one of those few products that defines
and exemplifies “true luxur y”. Luxur y is a state of mind…the look of the pyramid-shaped
bag catches them immediately. Then, they get to sample the wonderful product inside
and the experience is complete. We sell an amazing amount of their tea kits in our retail
outlets, as well. The product sells itself. ”

Doug Zeif
Vice President of Food & Beverage
LXR - Luxury Resorts & Hotels

“ We

are proud to offer Tea Forté in Blue Coral Seafood & Spirits. After carefully considering

many of the fabulous teas now available, we chose Tea Forté because of our similar
commitment to high quality, flavorful, elegant products for our guests. Tea Forté is a partner
in ever y sense of the word, including sharing their stor y, knowledge and skills to the Blue
Coral team. They have exceeded our expectations, which were high. ”

Edna Morris
President
Blue Coral Seafood & Spirits

“ Our

attention to detail is focused on delivering an unparalleled experience to our guests.

The finishing touches are what make that experience special. Tea Forté is ver y well received
by our guests for its quality – taste, presentation, and selection are superb. The feedback is
great and it therefore performs consistently well as a part of our retail offering. ”

Derek Hofmann
Director of Spa
Four Seasons Hotel, Palo Alto

BLACK TEA
contains caffeine

English Breakfast
Classic breakfast tea at it’s finest. Rich and smooth
flavor with a full body and aroma.

Decaf Breakfast
Rich, elegantly simple, and fully satisfying.
No caffeine allows for a good night’s sleep.

Earl Grey
A finely balanced, citrus-like cup, slightly floral
and deeply satisfying.

Bombay Chai
This enticing blend of fine India black teas and
rare spices flaunts a deliciously aromatic and
flavorful cup.

Black Currant
Infused with black currants and blended with
blackberry leaves. Naturally sweet, fully satisfying.

Forte
Our signature blend of fine Ceylon black leaf
teas with a sprinkling of delicate jasmine flowers.
Medium bodied and slightly floral.

Orange Pekoe
Our classic black tea. Simple and simply delicious.
Rich in flavor, yet mellow.

Formosa Oolong
A bit bolder than a green yet more delicate than
a black tea. Slightly nutty and lightly roasted.

Lapsang Souchong
Smoldering and adventurous. Reminiscent
of clouds of cool pine and apple wood smoke.

Estate Darjeeling
Extremely flavorful, crisp, and perfectly
balanced, this tea meets the most discerning
of expectations.

TEA FORTÉ

menu

Tea Forté signature blends exceed the
expectations of the increasingly
sophisticated consumer.

HERBAL TEAS
contains no caffeine

Chamomile Tisane
Shades of citrus and vanilla add to the relaxing
qualities of this naturally sweet chamomile tisane.

GREEN TEAS
contains some caffeine

Oasis
A delicate and savory respite from the stress of
everyday life. A restorative and rejuvenating blend
of green tea, spring flowers, and citrus.

Jasmine Green
Spring grown and scented in our remote gardens
of south China. A beautifully styled green leaf
steeps a fragrantly seductive infusion.

Sencha
Our steamed green tea steeps a pale and delicate
liquor with just a hint of dew covered meadows
and roasted chestnuts.

Citrus Mint
The perfect finale to every sumptuous dining
experience. This peppermint tea is refreshingly
caffeine free.

Flora
Soft fruit notes surround every full-bodied sip of
this magnificent ruby red liquor.

Ginger
Bold and enticing with a lively character only fine
ginger can impart.

WHITE TEA
contains caffeine

China Gunpowder
A short steeping releases the sweet aromas and
full-bodied flavor of this healthful green tea.

White Ambrosia
A seamless melding of fine white tea,
vanilla, and coconut slivers. A cornucopia of
tropical delights.

Tea Forté offers teas and accessories for use throughout your property:
- restaurant

- banquets

- retail gift*

- spa

- in room amenity

- concierge level

* See retail gift catalog for complete line

BULK TEA
These compact boxes hold 48
infusers, sealed in four individual
freshness

sleeves

of

twelve.

Available in nineteen blends.

P R E S E N TAT I O N T R AY
A solid hardwood tray with polished
metal inlays holds 24 infusers in six
tidy rows.

CAFÉ CUP
Our custom designed porcelain tea
cup ensemble. The cover keeps tea
hot while brewing and reveals our
signature leaf.

acrylic
infuser stand
Ensure easy and fast access to your
bulk pack tea. This kitchen stand will
keep your blends organized.

TRAINING
Tea knowledge equals unparalleled
experience. Training DVD features Tea
Forté’s Master Tea Smith providing tea
fundamentals and Tea Forté serving
specifics. Our Resource Materials CD
helps you customize your tea menu.

TEA FORTÉ

products

T E A T R AY
Our Tea Trays are essential to
the Tea Forté experience. Used
to hold infusers after brewing to
elegantly capture drips.

O VA L T R A Y
This artful, maple serving tray
is designed to generously hold
a Café Cup, Tea Tray, and
Creamer & Sugar set.

sontu
glasswar E
Hand-blown high temperature glass
showcases the beauty of the infuser
and teas. The cup has a wide rim
and is placed on an oversized
saucer. The teapot is a clean,
modern design and fits perfectly on
top of the tea cup.

gift tin

C reamer & S ugar

This small tin makes a great in room

Our

amenity. Perfect for placing on the

porcelain

Teardrop

Creamer

& Sugar set combine natural forms

bedside or in the mini-bar.

with geometric simplicity.

soho plates

LOOSE TEA

Dessert plates that add color

Our signature teas are available in

and drama to any setting. Mix

loose format. Each airtight canister

and match with the ceramic Tea

holds a quarter pound of tea or 30

Trays for a festive presentation.

servings. Available in twelve blends.
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